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Introduction 
GADS Open Source™ assumes the user has a basic knowledge of the NERC GADS and, as appropriate, of the 

additional data reporting requirements of the various ISOs that also require GADS data to be reported. 

In the NERC GADS Wind Turbine Generation (GADS‐W) ‐ Data Reporting Instructions, three types of data are 

reported in GADS: 

1. Sub-Group Data – Initial and whenever there is a change. 

2. Performance Data – At the Sub-Group Level 

3. Component Data – Optional, at the Sub-Group Level 

The NERC DRI was developed to assist plant personnel in reporting this information to NERC’s GADS Wind Reporting 

application. The instructions detail the procedures, schedule, and format to follow when reporting data.  

GADS/OS Wind software complies with the latest requirements. 

GADS/OS Wind™ allows you to collect, analyze and report validated data as specified in the GADS Wind Turbine 

Generation (GADS‐W) ‐ Data Reporting Instructions (DRI) Version 1.2 (Revision Date: 09/30/2016 - Effective Date: 

01/01/2017). 
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Overview 
The main window of the GADS/OS Wind™ - Data Entry / Analysis & Reporting application is broken down into three 

panels of information. The following sections will briefly detail each of the three panels. 
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Menu Description 
The main window contains the following menu: 

 

File This menu contains the following options: 

 

Exit This option will close the program 

Help This menu contains the following options: 

 

User Guide Displays this User Guide (pdf) 

Technical Support Displays the contact information for technical support 

License Displays the software license 

About Displays the Version number and copyright information. 

Your Utility ID This menu is a dropdown that allows you to select the “current” Utility ID for the data being entered 

or edited.  You can enter more than one Utility ID. 
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Plants, Groups & Sub-groups 
The main window contains a panel that displays the plants, groups and subgroups for the selected Utility ID. 

For example, for the Cowboys utility, the plants are B Elm, Big OK, Big Plant, …, North Texas, and Waco 

At the Colorado Rockies plant, there are two groups:  GE and Vestas.   

The GE group has three subgroups:  Group A, Group B and Group C.   

The Vestas group has three subgroups:  Frame 1, Frame 2 and Frame 3. 
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The menu shown below is a dropdown that allows you to select the “current” Utility ID for the data being entered 

or edited. 

 

For the selected “current” Utility ID, this panel displays: 

The Plants associated with the selected Utility ID 

The Groups for the indicated Plant 

The Sub-groups for the indicated Group 

When entering or editing data, first select the Sub-group (when selected, the background turns blue) and the name 

of the selected Subgroup (e.g., Frame 2) is displayed at the top of the window. 
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The panel as shown in the main window: 
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Performance and Component Outage Data & Reporting 
The main window contains a panel that displays tabs to enter and edit the Performance and Component Outage 

Data, import and export data files, set up the plants, groups and subgroups for the selected Utility ID, and generate 

reports. 
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The tabs are: 

• Performance Data 

• Performance Data Summary 

• Component Outage Data 

• Outage Summary 

• CSV Export 

• Reports  

• Setup Data 

• Subgroup Setup 

• CSV Import 
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Using the left-right control at the right-hand side of the tabs, allows you to select the tab desired. 
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The panels as shown in the main window: 
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Database 

Install Database Setup/Server Console 
With GADS/OS Wind, your GADS data can be stored in Microsoft Access, Microsoft SQL Server, or Oracle databases. 

The Server Console allows you to customize the default installation by selecting the location and database type. 

For SQL Server and Oracle, you will first need to create the database and tables using the SQL scripts located on 

either http://gadsopensource.com/InstallerWind.aspx or http://gadsopensource.com/ModulesWind.aspx before 

running the GADS/OS Wind™ - Data Entry / Analysis & Reporting software. 

After creating the SQL Server or Oracle tables, install the Database Setup/Server Console. This allows you to connect 

with the databases. 

For Microsoft Access installations, the Database Setup/Server Console is also required to locate the GADSNG.mdb 

file in the default location, which is the same folder where the application was installed. The Database Setup/Server 

Console correctly configures the GADSNG.XML file to the full folder path name. 

Connecting to Your GADS Database 
For details reference the section Creating a Connection to Your GADS Database at the end of this User Guide. 

  

http://gadsopensource.com/InstallerWind.aspx
http://gadsopensource.com/ModulesWind.aspx
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Quick Start 
Each utility that reports data into the NERC GADS Wind application will be required to use its NERC Compliance 

Registry number (NCR #), regardless of whether it is reporting into the GADS Wind Reporting application on a 

mandatory or voluntary basis. Entities that wish to voluntarily provide wind data must request a voluntary reporting 

ID from NERC. 

There are three steps to go through to successfully set up your wind generators so that you can input GADS data 

and to write it out to send to NERC, to an ISO, or to initiate the GADS Wind processing. 

Add your Utility ID 
Utility ID - Enter the NERC Compliance Registry number (NCR #) or voluntary reporting ID (assigned by NERC – see 

NERC GADS-W DRI Appendix B) of the organization that owns the wind plants.  Press the Save Utility ID button 
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After entering the Utility ID, press the Save Utility ID button. 
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After pressing the Save Utility ID button, your Utility IDs will show up in the dropdown list as shown below. 

 

 

After selecting the desired Utility ID, you will be able to add and edit setup information and monthly data for the 

plants, groups and subgroups associated with that Utility ID. 
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After selecting the desired Utility ID, you will be able to DELETE that Utility ID. 
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Add your Plants 
A plant is defined as a collection of wind turbine groups at a single physical location. There may be any number of 

wind turbine groups at a wind plant. You only need to provide the plant name to NERC initially when you begin to 

report the name of the plant or anytime any changes to the plant name are made. 

The user-defined Plant ID and/or name will be specified on each Sub-Group record. 

Enter the name of a plant (e.g., Big OK) you want to add.  Press the Save Plant button. 
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After pressing the Save Plant button, the new plant name (e.g., Big OK) will be added to the “tree view” display of 

the plants in the left-hand panel [A] and shown as the “selected” plant at the top of the “plant” box [B]. 

 

 

The name of the plant can be changed by simply selecting the plant desired and pressing the F2 key.  After entering 

the new text in the textbox, press the Enter key on the keyboard. 
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Add your Groups 
A group is one or more sub‐groups that are contained within a common plant boundary. There may be any number 

of groups per wind plant. Groups are usually phases that are commissioned during a particular year. 

The user-defined Group ID and/or name will be specified on each Sub-Group record. 

After adding the plant, you can now add the groups (e.g., Big OK Grp 1) for this plant. 
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After pressing the Save Group button, the new group name (e.g., Big OK Grp 1) will be added to the “tree view” 

display of the plants in the left-hand panel [A] and shown as the “selected” group at the top of the “group” box [B]. 
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You can repeat this step to add all the “groups” for the selected plant. 

 

 

Note:  The name of the group can be changed by simply selecting the group desired and pressing the F2 key.  After 

entering the new text in the textbox, press the Enter key on the keyboard. 
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Expanding the Plant Level, displays the “Groups” (Group Level) at each plant. 
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Add your Sub-Groups 
A sub‐group is a collection of wind turbine machines with the same manufacturer, designs, model number, and 

phase of construction. Each sub‐group will have a unique identifier assigned by NERC through the GADS Wind 

Reporting application. Component outage and performance data are reported at the sub-group level. 

For example, suppose that manufacturers A, B, and C supply your utility with turbines. Your group contains 

27 A turbines, as well as 100 B turbines constructed in 2000. In 2013, the 100 B turbines were replaced with 

10 C turbines. The A, B, and C turbines would be three separate sub‐groups under the same group. When all 

the B turbines are replaced, their sub‐group would be put into an inactive status. 

Sub-Group IDs are assigned by NERC and requested through the NERC GADS Wind application using the Sub-

Group configuration import. 

Selecting a group such as Big OK Grp 1 enables the Subgroup form allowing you to enter a Sub-Group ID and Name 

for all Subgroups belonging to the identified Group. 
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After entering the Sub-Group ID (e.g., BigOKG1S1) and Sub-Group Name (e.g., Big OK Grp 1 Sub 1), press the Save 

Subgroup button.  The Big OK Grp 1 Sub 1 subgroup will be under the Big OK Grp 1 group in this example as shown 

in the second screenshot below. 
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The name of the subgroup can be changed by simply selecting the subgroup desired and pressing the F2 key.  After 

entering the new text in the textbox, press the Enter key on the keyboard. 
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Changing Big OK Grp 1 Sub 1 to Big OK Grp 1 Subgrp 1: 

 

Save the change by pressing the “Enter” key. 
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Subgroup Setup 
The following configuration data is input for each Sub-Group by selecting the desired subgroup in the left-hand 

panel.  The currently selected Subgroup is displayed at the top of the window so you will always know which 

Subgroup you are entering Performance and Component Outage data for. 
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There are 3 pages of Subgroup setup data.  Below are Pages 2 and 3. 
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Performance Data Tab 
Select the desired subgroup to enter new data or edit existing data.  If indicated on the selected tab, choose the 

desired Year and Period (month). 
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Errors are flagged when possible as the data is entered.  The textbox with the error is flagged with an “Error” 

icon.  Placing the mouse cursor over the icon will provide a more detailed error message. 
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Resource Unavailable Turbine-Hours (RUTH) 

RUTH is the number of turbine‐hours the sub‐group is not producing electricity due to the wind being too low or too 

high or due to reasons outside the manufacturer’s operating specifications. This includes normal system startup, 

calibrations, system checks and ramp-up, such as cable untwisting, battery checks, etc. RUTH is classified as 

Available Turbine‐Hours for equipment calculations and Unavailable Turbine‐Hours for site calculations. 

RUTH is usually calculated by subtracting the known values from PDTH:  RUTH = PDTH - (CTH + RSTH + FTH + MTH + 

PTH) 

Pressing the RUTH button calculates RUTH = PDTH - (CTH + RSTH + FTH + MTH + PTH) 
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You can edit any subgroup’s existing Performance data by selecting the applicable Year and Period (month) 

 

 

Performance data includes Mandatory and Optional.  Above are the Mandatory data fields. 
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Below are the Optional data fields. 
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Once the data is entered, press the Validate button 
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After the data successfully passes all validation checks, press the Save button 
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Performance Data Summary Tab 
The Performance Data Summary tab displays a summary of ALL subgroups in the database for the selected Year. 
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Select the desired Year and press the Load Data button. 

 

 

The Validated column displays whether the data for the indicated subgroup has been validated for the indicated 

Year and Period.  A blue background and an unchecked Validated box indicates the data has not yet been 

successfully validated. 

To validate the data, go to the Performance Data tab, select the subgroup, Year and Period, correct the data as 

necessary, and revalidate the data. 
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Component Outage Data Tab 
Select the desired subgroup to enter new data or edit existing data.  If indicated on the selected tab, choose the 

desired Year and Period (month). 
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For entering new data, press the New button to create a new blank record and press the Pick System/Component 

Code button. 
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This will display a “tree view” of the available System/Component Codes that you can pick from 
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After finding the required component, click on it turning its background blue.  Clicking on it will also transfer the 

correct Code and description to the appropriate location on the tab 
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After selecting the desired System/Component Code, enter the available data into the appropriate field(s). 

 

 

Errors are flagged when possible as the data is entered.  The textbox with the error is flagged with an “Error” 

icon.  Placing the mouse cursor over the icon will provide a more detailed error message. 
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To edit an existing subgroup’s data, select the desired Year and Period. 
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To edit an existing Code’s data, after selecting the desired System/Component Code, edit the data in the 

appropriate field(s). 
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After making your changes, re-validate the data. 
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Once the data passes the validation checks, press the Update button 
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Outage Summary Tab 
The Outage Summary tab displays a summary of ALL subgroups in the database for the selected Year. 
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Select the desired Year and press the Load Data button. 

 

 

The Validated column displays whether the data for the indicated subgroup has been validated for the indicated 

Year and Period.  A blue background and an unchecked Validated box indicates the data has not yet been 

successfully validated. 

To validate the data, go to the Component Outage Data tab, select the subgroup, Year, Period, and Component 

Code, correct the data as necessary, and revalidate the data. 
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Data Import Tab (CSV) 
If there are any SCADA systems capable of directly creating the formatted performance and/or component outage 

data CSV or Excel files, the software can import these data files into the appropriate database tables.  The SCADA 

systems should have the necessary inputs. 

 

The software can calculate the factors and rates, as well as, aggregating the data such as hours and number of 

occurrences over the various Utility IDs, plants, groups, subgroups, years and periods in the database that SCADA 

systems may be unable to do.  
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Data Export Tab (CSV) 
There are three different types of data files that you will need to submit to NERC: 

1. Sub‐Group 

2. Performance 

3. Component Outage 

Before submitting the component outage and performance data for your wind plants, you must submit sub‐group 

configuration data to the NERC GADS Wind reporting application. You only need to provide the sub‐group 

configuration data initially when you begin reporting data, and then update it when the configuration data change. 

We strongly recommend that sub-group data be reviewed each quarter. This data provides information regarding 

installed equipment, design, and operating characteristics that are used when completing special analysis. 

Once the sub‐group data have been reported to the GADS Wind reporting application, you may begin to report the 

performance data and optionally, component data. Submit the component outage and performance data to within 

45 days after the end of every calendar quarter via the GADS Wind reporting application. 

Format 

Data should be submitted to NERC through the GADS Wind reporting application using comma-separated value 

(CSV) formatted files that follows the column order of the NERC data reporting templates. Column headers are 

required for all Excel and CSV-formatted files. 

For file management purposes, the files created by the application include the Sub-Group ID, and name of the data 

type being reported (ex. subgroup, performance, and component data) as part of the file name to easily 

differentiate between them. 
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The Data Export Tab (CSV) creates the required files based on your selections. 
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In the left-hand panel are all the defined subgroups that can be exported.   

For each subgroup, you can choose the period to be exported, the Performance and/or Component Outage data to 

be exported, and whether to include the Sub-Group record. 
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After making the desired selections, press the Export button. 

 

These files can then be uploaded to NERC and/or any ISOs that accept the standard NERC data and format.  
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Based on the selections shown, all 3 file types are created. 
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Reports Tab 
In NERC’s GADS Wind Turbine Generation Data Reporting Instructions Appendix E – Equations, four different sets of 

performance equations are listed.  

A description of these sections is below. 

1. Resource and Equipment Calculations – These equations calculate the individual resource and equipment 

performance by turbine sub‐group(s) that have similar turbine capacities. These equations also include OMC 

hours. 

2. Pooled Resource and Equipment Calculations – These equations pool the resource and equipment 

performance of sub‐groups into collections of sub‐groups, groups, or plants. These equations also include 

OMC hours. These equations are not weighted and should only be used for pooling data with turbines of the 

same turbine capacity. 

3. Resource and Equipment Calculations without OMC Hours – These equations calculate the individual 

resource and equipment performance by turbine sub‐group(s) that have the same, or very similar, turbine 

capacities. These equations do not include OMC hours. 

4. Multi‐Resource and ‐Equipment Calculations without OMC Hours – These equations pool the resource and 

equipment performance of sub‐groups into collections of sub‐groups, groups, or plants. These equations do 

not include OMC hours. These equations are not weighted and should only be used for pooling data with 

turbines of the same turbine capacity. 

In most cases, “resource” performance factors and rates consider all outages and hours. These include, but are not 

limited to, outages from resource (wind) unavailability, equipment failures, off‐taker events, weather, and any other 

non‐equipment outages. Resource equations are primarily used by resource planners integrating wind energy into 

the bulk power supply. 

Equipment performance factors and rates consider Calendar Hours, Period Hours, and all outages pertaining to 

equipment that fall within and outside of management control for a given study. Equipment performance equations 

are used by plant managers to monitor performance behind the plant boundary.  

After the data is validated, when the data is saved or updated in the application, the data is calculated per Appendix 

E. 

This Reports tab allows you to export the Performance data table and calculated factors/rates to Excel with the 

following columns.  The rows contain the individual subgroup’s performance for the selected year and period as 

well as roll-ups to the group, plant, utility and “all units” levels  

Mandatory Optional Factors/Rates 

UtilityID EFDTH REAF 

PlantIDName EMDTH REUF 

GroupIDName EPDTH REPOF 

SubGroupID OEFDTH REMOF 

ReptMonth OEMDTH REFOF 

ReptYear OEPDTH REUOF 

SGStatus ERSDTH RESOF 

GAG FXDTH RGF 

NAG MXDTH RNCF 

NMC PXDTH NOF 
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PDTH 
 

REPOR 

CTH 
 

REMOR 

RSTH 
 

REFOR 

FTH 
 

REUOR 

MTH 
 

RESOR 

PTH 
 

EEAF 

OFTH 
 

EEUF 

OMTH 
 

EEPOF 

OPTH 
 

EEMOF 

RUTH 
 

EEFOF 

IRTH 
 

EEUOF 

MBTH 
 

EESOF 

RTH 
 

EGF   
ENCF   
EEPOR   
EEMOR   
EEFOR   
EEUOR   
EESOR   
XREAF   
XREUF   
XREPOF   
XREMOF   
XREFOF   
XREUOF   
XRESOF   
XREPOR   
XREMOR   
XREFOR   
XREUOR   
XRESOR   
XEEAF   
XEEUF   
XEEPOF   
XEEMOF   
XEEFOF   
XEEUOF   
XEESOF   
XEEPOR   
XEEMOR   
XEEFOR   
XEEUOR   
XEESOR 
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This Reports tab also allows you to export the Component Outage data to Excel with the following columns.  The 

rows contain the individual subgroup’s component outage data by component code for the selected year and 

period as well as roll-ups to the group, plant, utility and “all units” levels. 

• UtilityID 

• PlantIDName 

• GroupIDName 

• SubGroupID 

• ReptMonth 

• ReptYear 

• SysCompCode 

• FTH 

• ForcedCount 

• MTH 

• MaintCount 

• PTH 

• PlannedCount 

Optional 

• EFDTH 

• EMDTH 

• EPDTH 

• FXDTH 

• MXDTH 

• PXDTH 
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Select the subgroups to be included in the report, the starting and ending year and period, and one or both reports.  

Press the Create Report button. 
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The program will ask you to select the location (folder) to create the Excel file(s). 

 

 

As each report is created you will receive an acknowledgement. 
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The name of each Excel file will contain the report type and the period range selected. 

 

 

Example reports are shown below. 
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NERC GADS Wind Turbine Generation Data Reporting Instructions 

Data Transmittal and Format 

Transmittal To NERC 
There are three different types of data files created by this application that you will need to submit to NERC:  

1. Sub-Group  

2. Performance  

3. Component Outage  

Before submitting the component outage and performance data for your wind plants, you must submit sub-group 

configuration data to the GADS Wind reporting application. You only need to provide the sub-group configuration 

data initially when you begin reporting data, and then update it when the configuration data change. We strongly 

recommend that sub-group data be reviewed each quarter. This data provides information regarding installed 

equipment, design, and operating characteristics that are used by NERC when completing special analysis.  

Once the sub-group data have been reported to the NERC GADS Wind reporting application, you may begin to 

report the performance data and optionally, component data. Submit the component outage and performance data 

to within 45 days after the end of every calendar quarter via the NERC GADS Wind reporting application.  Report 

this data throughout the life of each plant.  

Format 
Data should be submitted to NERC through the GADS Wind reporting application either using the format templates 

available on NERC’s website or a comma-separated value (CSV) formatted file that follows the column order of the 

data reporting templates. Column headers are required for all Excel and CSV formatted files.  Please ensure that all 

fields exclude punctuation such as commas, apostrophes, etc.; a decimal point and slashes used in dates are 

permitted. For example, numbers with embedded commas can cause problems such as 12,000.25. In this example, 

the value should be reported as 12000.25.  

For file management purposes, the files should include the Sub-Group ID, and name of the data type being reported 

(ex. subgroup, performance, and component data) as part of the file name to easily differentiate between them. 

Sub-Group IDs are discussed in Section 3.  
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Plants, Groups, and Sub-Groups  
 

Typical Wind Plant Layout 

 

Figure 2:  Typical Wind Plant Layout 

In Figure 2, the diagram represents a typical plant with the plant boundary at the revenue meter. Groups usually 

represent different phases of development. For example, in Group 1 there are two sub-groups, where each sub- 

group contains different turbine types installed the same year. If a sub-group is repowered with different turbine 

types or manufacturers, the sub-group is retired and a new sub-group created under the same group. GADS-W 

recognizes that there are many potential layouts of wind plants, so there are no strict rules for plant, group, and 

sub-group layout other than a sub-group can only contain turbines of a specific make, model, and version.  

Although Figure 2 shows the sub-groups as being electrically isolated, this need not be the case. A feeder may have 

multiple turbine types. The plant is responsible for allocating production and hourly distributions using feeder 

meters, turbine meters, SCADA systems, manual logs, or other means into the proper sub-groups.  

Plant Boundaries  
The following is taken from the GADS Data Reporting Instructions as a suggestion of plant boundaries:  
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There are several outage causes that may prevent the energy coming from a power generating plant from reaching 

the customer. Some causes are due to the plant operation and equipment while others are outside plant 

management control.  

The following describes what equipment a plant includes in preferred order:  

1. The preferred plant boundary at the revenue meter is usually at the high-voltage terminals of the generator 

step-up (GSU) transformer and the station service transformers;  

2. In cases of multiple sub-groups, the plant boundary would be at the metering of the low side of the 

substation transformer (load) side of the generator voltage circuit breakers; or  

3. Any equipment boundary that is reasonable considering the design and configuration of the generating unit. 

Plant definitions may not cross the boundary of a state, province or country.  

Plants  
A plant is defined as a collection of wind turbine groups at a single physical location. There may be any number of 

wind turbine groups at a wind plant. You only need to provide the plant name to NERC initially when you begin to 

report the name of the plant or anytime any changes to the plant name are made.  

The user-defined Plant ID and/or name will be specified on each Sub-Group record.  

   

Groups  
A group is one or more sub-groups that are contained within a common plant boundary. There may be any number 

of groups per wind plant. Groups are usually phases that are commissioned during a particular year.   

The user-defined Group ID and/or name will be specified on each Sub-Group record.  

 

Sub-Groups  
 A sub-group is a collection of wind turbine machines with the same manufacturer, designs, model number, and 

phase of construction. Each sub-group will have a unique identifier assigned by NERC through the GADS Wind 

Reporting application. Component outage and performance data are reported at the sub-group level.  

 For example, suppose that manufacturers A, B, and C supply your utility with turbines. Your group contains 27 A 

turbines, as well as 100 B turbines constructed in 2000. In 2013, the 100 B turbines were replaced with 10 C 

turbines. The A, B, and C turbines would be three separate sub-groups under the same group. When all the B 

turbines are replaced, their sub-group would be put into an inactive status.  
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 Wind Turbine Sub-Group  

The following configuration data is reported for each Sub-Group:  

• UtilityID  

• Region  

• Plant ID/Name  

• Group ID/Name  

• Sub-Group ID  

• Sub-Group Number and Name  

• ISO Resource ID  

• Country  

• Nearest City  

• State / Province  

• Location Longitude and Latitude  

• Elevation  

• Wind Regime (topography)  

• Annual Average Wind Speed  

• SCADA Manufacturer  

• SCADA Model  

• ISO Resource ID  

• Commissioning Year  

• Total Installed Capacity  

• Reserve Capacity  

• Total number of Turbines  

• Turbine Nameplate  

• Maximum Turbine Capacity  

• Turbine Manufacturer  

• Turbine Model  

• Turbine Model Version  

• Rotor Height and Diameter  

• Cut-in and Cut-out Wind Speed  

• Turbulence Intensity  

• Wind Speed Range  

• Wind Shear  

• Reference Anemometer Height  

• Minimum Operating Temperature  

• Maximum Operating Temperature  
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Sub-Group Data Format 

  

Field Name  Entry Type  

Utility ID  Alpha-Numeric-10  

Region  Alpha-Numeric - 6  

Plant ID/Name   Alpha-Numeric - 45  

Group ID/Name   Alpha-Numeric - 45  

Sub-Group ID  Numeric - 10  

Sub-Group Name  Alpha-Numeric - 45  

ISO Resource ID  Alpha-Numeric - 30  

Country  Alpha-Numeric - 2  

Nearest City  Alpha-Numeric - 40  

State/Province  Alpha-Numeric - 2  

Location Latitude  Numeric - 4 + 4 decimals  

Location Longitude  Numeric - 4 + 4 decimals  

Elevation  Numeric - 8 + 2 decimals  

Wind Regime (topography)  Numeric - 3  

Annual Average Wind Speed (AAWS)  Numeric – 3 + 2 decimals  

SCADA Manufacturer  Alpha-Numeric - 5  

SCADA Model  Alpha-Numeric - 10  

Commissioning Year  Numeric - 4  

Total Installed Capacity  Calculated Field   
(Numeric - 8 + 3 decimals)  

Reserve Capacity  Numeric - 8 + 3 decimals  

Total Number of Turbines  Numeric - 7  

Turbine System MW   Numeric - 8 + 3 decimals 

Max Turbine Capacity MW  Numeric - 8 + 3 decimals  

Turbine Manufacturer  Alpha-Numeric - 5  

Turbine Model  Alpha-Numeric - 20  

Turbine Model Version  Alpha-Numeric - 20  

Rotor Height (meters)  Numeric - 7 + 2 decimals  

Rotor Diameter (meters)  Numeric - 7 + 2 decimals  

Cut-in Wind Speed (meters/second)  Numeric - 7 + 2 decimals  

Low Cut-out Wind Speed (meters/second)  Numeric - 7 + 2 decimals  

High Cut-out Wind Speed (meters/second)  Numeric - 7 + 2 decimals  

Turbulence Intensity  Numeric - 3  

Average Wind Speed  Numeric - 3 +2 decimals  

Wind Shear (Optional)  Numeric - 3  
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Reference Anemometer Height (meters)  Numeric - 3  

Minimal Operating Temperature (Celsius)  Numeric - 3  

Maximum Operating Temperature (Celsius)  Numeric - 3  

Sub-Group Ownership Status  Alpha-Numeric - 2  

Effective Date  Date (mm/dd/yyyy)  

Transfer to Utility  Alpha-Numeric - 10  

  

Note: The ISO Resource ID is used to link sub-groups with an ISO market if the ISO requires mandatory GADS 

reporting.  

Sub-Group IDs  

Utility ID 

Enter the NERC Compliance Registry number (NCR #) or voluntary reporting ID (assigned by NERC – see Appendix B) 

of the organization that owns the wind plants.  

Region 

Enter the region code for the NERC region where the Sub-Group is located.  

Plant ID/Name 

Enter the Plant ID and/or name used by the utility. This will not be assigned by NERC or the GADS Wind application.  

Group ID/Name 

Enter the Group ID and/or name used by the utility. This will not be assigned by NERC or the GADS Wind application.  

Sub-Group ID 

Enter the unique sub-group ID as assigned by NERC. This ID will be used in all configuration, performance, and 

component data reported for the sub-group.  

Sub-Group Name 

Enter the name given to the sub-group that you are reporting.  

ISO Resource ID 

If applicable, enter the unique identifier given by the ISO(s).  

Location  

Country 

Select the two-letter country abbreviation where the group is located. We recommend that all values reported to 

NERC match any values that also must be reported to other agencies such as the EIA, EPA.  

Nearest City 

Enter the name of the nearest major city closest in proximity to the sub-group.  

State /Province 

Select the two-letter State/Province abbreviation where the sub-group is located.  
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Longitude 

Enter the degrees of longitude of the physical location of the sub-group1.  

Latitude 

Enter the degrees of latitude of the physical location of the sub-group2. 

Elevation 

Enter the elevation of the physical location of the sub-group, given in meters2.  

Wind/Site Characteristics  

Wind Regime 

Select the average topography of the area in which the sub-group is located.  

Annual Average Wind Speed 

Enter the annual average wind speed (AAWS) at 80 m, measured in meters per second.  

SCADA Manufacturer 

Select the manufacturer of the SCADA system. We recommend that all values reported to NERC match any values 

that also must be reported to other agencies such as the EIA, EPA, etc.  

SCADA Model 

Enter the model name of the SCADA system.  

Sub-Group Characteristics  

Commissioning Year 

Enter the year (YYYY) that the sub-group was commissioned.  

If a sub-group is commissioned after the first of the month, the sub-group reporting obligation begins with the first 

full calendar month after the sub-group was commissioned.  

Total Installed Capacity 

Enter the total capacity for sub-group, in megawatts (MW). The Total Installed Capacity is equal to the number of 

turbines multiplied by the Turbine System MW. For example, one hundred 1 MW Type A turbines would have an 

installed capacity of 100 MW.  

Reserve Capacity 

Enter the reserve capacity of the sub-group, in megawatts (MW), which is held in reserve. It is the capacity of 

turbines that are available but not under contract.  

Total Number of Turbines 

Enter the actual number of physical turbines that exist in the sub-group.  

Turbine System MW 

The System MW rating of a single turbine in the sub-group. All turbines in the sub-group are required to be the 

same manufacturer, model, version and capacity.  

                                                           
1 The degrees of longitude, latitude, and elevation may be taken anywhere on the site that is meaningful to the 
reporting entity. This could be the revenue meter, main structure, or geographic center of the sub-group. 
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Max Turbine Capacity MW 

The maximum capacity that can be produced from a single turbine in the sub-group. All turbines in the sub-group 

are required to be the same manufacturer, model, version and Turbine System Capacity.  

Typical Design  

Turbine Manufacturer 

Select the name of the manufacturer of the turbines in the sub-group.  

Turbine Model 

Enter the model of the make of the turbines in the sub-group.  

Turbine Model Version 

Enter the version name of the turbines in the sub-group.  

Rotor Height 

Enter the height of the rotor hub, given in meters.  

Rotor Diameter 

Enter the diameter of the rotor, given in meters.  

Cut-in Wind Speed 

Enter the lowest wind speed that the turbine will start to generate power, in meters per second.  

Low Cut-out Wind Speed 

Enter the lowest wind speed that the turbine can continue to generate power before cutting out.  

High Cut-out Wind Speed 

Enter the highest wind speed at which the turbine is capable of generating power before cutting out.  

Turbine Wind Class  

Turbulence Intensity 

Select the average wind turbulence where the sub-group is located.  

Average Wind Speed 

Enter the average annual wind speed (AAWS) at 80m, measured in meters per second.  

Wind Shear (Optional) 

Select the average strength of the difference between the speeds of wind.  

Reference Anemometer Height (Optional) 

Height of the highest anemometer on the reference meteorological tower.  

Minimum Operating Temperature 

Enter the manufacture minimum operating temperature in degrees Celsius.  

Maximum Operating Temperature 

Enter the manufacture maximum operating temperature in degrees Celsius.  

Ownership Status 

Sub-Group Ownership Status 

Select the ownership status of the Sub-Group. See Appendix F, Table 12 for ownership status codes.  
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Effective Date 

Enter the effective date of the Sub-Group ownership status being reported.  

Transfer to Utility ID 

Enter the ID of the Utility to which the Sub-Group is being sold. This is a required field when the Sub-Group 

Ownership Status being reported is “Transfer.”  
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Performance Reporting  

 

Performance data provide sub-group information, in a summarized format, pertaining to overall wind turbine 

operation during a particular month in a given year. These data are needed to calculate sub-group, group and 

plant performance, reliability and availability statistics. Performance data are required for all unit types and sizes 

reported.  

Performance Data Format and Requirement  

Field Name  Entry Type  Mandatory or 
Optional  

Utility ID  Alpha-Numeric-10  Mandatory  

Plant ID/Name  Alpha-Numeric - 45  Mandatory  

Group ID/Name  Alpha-Numeric - 45  Mandatory  

Sub-Group ID  Alpha-Numeric - 10  Mandatory  

Report Period (month)  Numeric - 2  Mandatory  

Report Year  Numeric - 4  Mandatory  

Sub-Group Status  Alpha-Numeric - 2  Mandatory  

Gross Actual Generation (GAG)  Numeric - 10 + 3  Mandatory  

Net Actual Generation (NAG)  Numeric - 10 + 3  Mandatory  

Net Maximum Capacity (NMC)  Numeric - 8 + 3  Mandatory  

Period Turbine-Hours (PDTH)  Numeric - 10 + 2  Mandatory  

Contact Turbine-Hours (CTH)  Numeric - 12 + 2  Mandatory  

Reserve Shutdown Turbine-Hours (RSTH)  Numeric - 10 + 2  Mandatory  

Forced Turbine-Hours (FTH)  Numeric - 10 + 2  Mandatory  

Maintenance Turbine-Hours (MTH)  Numeric - 10 + 2  Mandatory  

Planned Turbine-Hours (PTH)  Numeric - 10 + 2  Mandatory  

OMC Forced Turbine-Hours (oFTH)  Numeric - 10 + 2  Mandatory  

OMC Maintenance Turbine-Hours (oMTH)  Numeric - 10 + 2  Mandatory  

OMC Planned Turbine-Hours (oPTH)  Numeric - 10 + 2  Mandatory  

Resource Unavailable Turbine-Hours  Numeric - 10 + 2  Mandatory  

Inactive Reserve Turbine-Hours (IRTH)  Numeric - 10 + 2  Mandatory  

Mothballed Turbine-Hours (MBTH)  Numeric - 10 + 2  Mandatory  

Retired Unit Turbine-Hours (RTH)  Numeric - 10 + 2 
decimals  

Mandatory  

Equivalent Forced  
Derated Turbine Hours (EFDTH)  

Numeric - 10 + 2 
decimals  

Optional  

Equivalent Maintenance Derated Turbine Hours (EMDTH)  Numeric - 10 + 2 
decimals  

Optional  
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Equivalent Planned  
Derated Turbine Hours (EPDTH)  

Numeric - 10 + 2 
decimals  

Optional  

OMC Equivalent Forced  
Derated Turbine Hours (oEFDTH)  

Numeric - 10 + 2 
decimals  

Optional  

OMC Equivalent Maintenance Derated Turbine Hours 
(oEMDTH)  

Numeric - 10 + 2 
decimals  

Optional  

OMC Equivalent Planned Derated Turbine Hours (oEPDTH)  Numeric - 10 + 2 
decimals  

Optional  

Equivalent Reserve Shutdown  
Derated Turbine Hours (ERSDTH)  
(Optional)  

Numeric - 10 + 2 
decimals  

Optional  

Forced Delay  
Turbine Hours (FXDTH)(Optional)  

Numeric - 10 + 2 
decimals  

Optional  

Maintenance Delay Turbine Hours  
(MXDTH)(Optional)  

Numeric - 10 + 2 
decimals  

Optional  

Planned Delay Turbine  
Hours (PXDTH) (Optional)  

Numeric - 10 + 2 
decimals  

Optional  

  

Utility ID 

Enter the NERC Compliance Registry number (NCR #) or voluntary reporting ID (assigned by NERC – See Appendix 

B) of the organization that owns the wind plants.  

Plant ID/Name 

Enter the Plant ID and/or name used by the utility. This will not be assigned by NERC or the GADS Wind 

application.  

Group ID/Name 

Enter the Group ID and/or name used by the utility. This will not be assigned by NERC or the GADS Wind 

application.  

Sub-Group ID 

Enter the unique sub-group ID as assigned by NERC. This ID will be used in all configuration, performance, and 

component data reported for the sub-group.  

Report Period  

Enter the two‐digit month (MM) in which the performance data is being entered. 

Report Year 

Enter the four‐digit year (YYYY) in which the performance data is being entered. 

Sub-Group Status 

Select the status of the entire sub‐group during the year/period for which the data is entered. 
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Capacity and Generation 

Gross Actual Generation – GAG 

Enter the total wind turbine energy generated at the wind turbine for the sub‐group (MWh). The Gross 

Actual Generation is the sum of all individual turbine meters before subtracting station service or auxiliary 

loads.  

Net Actual Generation – NAG 

Enter the net generation (MWh) recorded at the sub‐group boundary. It is possible to have a negative net actual 

generation value if the group’s station service or auxiliary loads are greater than total generation. 

Net Maximum Capacity – NMC 

Enter the actual generating capability (MW) at the sub‐group boundary. This is equal to the installed capacity less 

any electrical losses such as transformation losses, line losses, and other losses due to transmission between the 

turbine and the revenue meter. 

Available Turbine Hours (Active) 

Period Turbine-Hours – PDTH 

Enter the number of turbine‐hours that the sub‐group is in the active state. PDTH can vary in output reports 

(month, year, etc.) but for GADS‐Wind reporting purposes, data is collected on the number of turbine‐hours in a 

month. 

If a sub-group is commissioned after the first of the month, the sub-group reporting obligation begins with the 

first full calendar month after the sub-group was commissioned. 

Contact Turbine-Hours – CTH 

Enter the number of turbine‐hours the sub‐group is synchronized to the system. It is the turbine‐hours that the 

contactors are closed and generation is provided to the grid. 

Reserve Shutdown Turbine-Hours – RSTH 

Enter the sum of all turbine‐hours for turbines that are off‐line for economic reasons but available for service. If 

the sub-group is not available due to an outage condition, it is not a reserve shutdown. Do not include RSTH in the 

same equations with CTH because this would double count turbine‐hours. 

Unavailable Turbine Hours (Active) 

Forced Turbine-Hours – FTH 

Forced Turbine‐Hours is the sum of all turbine‐hours that the sub‐group is off‐line due to forced events. FTH are all 

forced events where the Wind Turbine Generator (WTG) must be removed from service for repairs before the 

next Sunday at 23:59 (just before Sunday becomes Monday). Note: FTH includes OMC Forced Turbine‐Hours 

(oFTH) 

Maintenance Turbine-Hours – MTH 

Maintenance Turbine‐Hours is the sum of all turbine‐hours that the sub‐group is off‐line due to a maintenance 

event. The turbine must be capable of running until the following week unless the outage occurs on the weekend 

the turbine must be capable of running through the following week. Note: MTH includes OMC Maintenance 

Turbine‐Hours (oMTH) 
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Planned Turbine-Hours – PTH 

Planned Turbine‐Hours is the sum of all turbine‐hours that the sub‐group is off‐line due to a planned event. A PTH 

event is scheduled well in advance and is of a predetermined duration and can occur several times a year. Note: 

PTH includes OMC Planned Turbine‐Hours (oPTH) 

Outside Management Control - OMC (Active) 
OMC hours are hours that the subgroup is off‐line due to events that are outside management control, such as 

abnormal weather or off‐taker planned or unplanned downtime. See Appendix H for further details. 

OMC Forced Turbine-Hours – oFTH 

Subset of FTH, accounting for Forced Turbine‐Hours that are due to events deemed to be outside of management 

control. 

OMC Maintenance Turbine-Hours – oMTH 

Subset of MTH, accounting for Maintenance Turbine‐Hours that are due to events deemed to be outside of 

management control. 

OMC Planned Turbine-Hours – oPTH 

Subset of PTH, accounting for Planned Turbine‐Hours that are due to events deemed to be outside of 

management control. 

Other 

Resource Unavailable Turbine-Hours – RUTH 

The number of turbine hours that the turbines are available but not producing electricity for environmental 

conditions that are outside the operating specifications of the wind turbine (i.e., low / high wind, and column wind 

shutdown) and includes normal systems checks and calibrations (i.e., cable untwisting). 

Turbine Hours (Inactive) 

Inactive Reserve Turbine-Hours – IRTH 

Total number of turbine‐hours in a period being reported that the sub‐group is in the inactive reserve state. 

Mothballed Turbine-Hours – MBTH 

Total number of turbine‐hours in a period being reported that the sub‐group is in the mothballed state. 

Retired Unit Turbine-Hours – RTH 

Total number of turbine‐hours in a period being reported that the sub‐group is in the retired state. 

Optional 

Derated Turbine Hours 

Equivalent Forced Derated Turbine Hours – EFDTH Optional 

Total number of equivalent forced hours during one period (month) 

Equivalent Maintenance Derated Turbine Hours – EMDTH Optional 

Total number of equivalent maintenance hours during on period (month) 

Equivalent Planned Derated Turbine Hours – EPDTH Optional 

Total number of equivalent planned hours during one period (month) 

OMC Equivalent Forced Derated Turbine Hours – oEFDTH Optional 

Total number of OMC equivalent forced hours during one period (month) 
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OMC Equivalent Maintenance Derated Turbine Hours – oEMDTH Optional 

Total number of OMC equivalent maintenance hours during one period (month) 

OMC Equivalent Planned Derated Turbine Hours – oEPDTH Optional 

Total number of OMC equivalent planned hours during one period (month). 

Equivalent Reserve Shutdown Derated Turbine Hours – ERSDTH Optional 

Total number of equivalent hours during one period (month). See definitions for a clear definition. 

Delayed Turbine Hours 

Forced Delay Turbine Hours – FXDTH Optional 

Total number of delay hours during one period (month). See Appendix D for definition. 

Maintenance Delay Turbine Hours – MXDTH Optional 

Total number of delay hours during one period (month). See Appendix D for definition. 

Planned Delay Turbine Hour –PXDTH Optional 

Total number of delay hours during one period (month). See Appendix D for definition 
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Component Outage Reporting 
The component outage reporting section is used to identify the general area or reason for WTG loss production as 

reported in the performance records at the sub‐group level. To be accurate, the sum of the component turbine 

hours must equal the turbine hours shown in the performance records. 

Reporting of component outage data is optional for all wind plants. 

 

Field Name Entry Type 

Utility ID Alpha-Numeric-10 

Plant ID/Name Alpha‐Numeric ‐ 10 

Group ID/Name Alpha‐Numeric ‐ 10 

Sub‐Group ID Alpha‐Numeric ‐ 10 

Report Period (month) Numeric ‐ 2 

Report Year Numeric ‐ 4 

System – Component Code Numeric ‐ 14 

Forced Turbine Hours (FTH) Numeric ‐ 8 + 2 decimals 

Number of Forced Occurrences Numeric ‐ 14 

Maintenance Turbine Hours (MTH) Numeric ‐ 8 + 2 decimals 

Number of Maintenance Occurrences Numeric ‐ 14 

Planned Turbine Hours (PTH) Numeric ‐ 8 + 2 decimals 

Number of Planned Occurrences Numeric ‐ 14 

Equivalent Forced Derated Hours  

(EDTH)(Optional) 

Numeric ‐ 8 + 2 decimals 

Equivalent Maintenance Derated Hours 

(EMDTH)(Optional) 

Numeric ‐ 8 + 2 decimals 

Equivalent Planned Derated Hours 

(EPDTH)(Optional) 

Numeric ‐ 8 + 2 decimals 

Forced Delay Turbine Hours (FXDTH)(Optional) Numeric ‐ 8 + 2 decimals 

Maintenance Delay Turbine Hours 

(MXDTH)(Optional) 

Numeric ‐ 8 + 2 decimals 

Planned Delay Turbine Hours (PXDTH)(Optional) Numeric ‐ 8 + 2 decimals 

 

Utility ID 
Enter the NERC Compliance Registry number (NCR #) or voluntary reporting ID (assigned by NERC – See Appendix 

B) of the organization that owns the wind plants. 

Plant ID/Name 
Enter the Plant ID and/or name used by the utility. This will not be assigned by NERC or the GADS Wind 

application. 

Group ID/Name 
Enter the Group ID and/or name used by the utility. This will not be assigned by NERC or the GADS Wind 

application. 
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Sub-Group ID 
Enter the unique sub-group ID as assigned by NERC. This ID will be used in all configuration, performance, and 

component data reported for the sub‐group. 

Report Period 
Select the two‐digit month (MM) in which the performance data is being entered. 

Report Year 
Select the four‐digit year (YYYY) in which the performance data is being entered. 

System – Component Code 
Select the system that was responsible for the outage. See Appendix C for a complete list of the 

system/component codes. 

Component Turbine Hours and Occurrences 

Forced Turbine Hours 

Enter the total number of forced turbine hours (for the reporting sub‐group) that are attributed to the 

system/component specified above during the period being reported. 

Number of Forced Outage Occurrences 

Enter the total number of forced outage events that are attributed to the system/component specified above 

during the period being reported. 

Maintenance Turbine Hours 

Enter the total number of maintenance turbine hours (for the reporting sub‐group) that are attributed to the 

system/component specified above during the period being reported. 

Number of Maintenance Outage Occurrences 

Enter the total number of maintenance outage events that are attributed to the system/component specified 

above during the period being reported. 

Planned Turbine Hours 

Enter the total number of planned turbine hours (for the reporting sub‐group) that are attributed to the 

system/component specified above during the period being reported. 

Number of Planned Outage Occurrences 

Enter the total number of planned outage events that are attributed to the system/component specified above 

during the period being reported. 

Component Derates and Delay Turbine Hours 

Equivalent Forced Derated Turbine Hours Optional 

Enter the total number of equivalent forced outage hours that are attributed to the system/component specified 

above during the period being reported. 

Equivalent Maintenance Derated Turbine Hours Optional 

Enter the total number of equivalent maintenance outage hours that are attributed to the system/component 

specified above during the period being reported. 
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Equivalent Planned Derated Turbine Hours Optional 

Enter the total number of equivalent planned outage hours that are attributed to the system/component 

specified above during the period being reported. 

Forced Delay Turbine Hours Optional 

Enter the total number of equivalent forced delay outage hours that are attributed to the system/component 

specified above during the period being reported. 

Maintenance Delay Turbine Hours Optional 

Enter the total number of equivalent maintenance delay hours that are attributed to the system/component 

specified above during the period being reported. 

Planned Delay Turbine Hours Optional 

Enter the total number of equivalent planned delay hours that are attributed to the system/component specified 

above during the period being reported. 
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Terms and Definitions 

General  

Group 
Each plant consists of one or more groups. Groups are differentiated by the phase or year they were 

commissioned.  

Off-Taker 
The entity that receives the power produced by the plant. This is not necessarily the purchaser of the power, but 

the entity that takes control of the power when it leaves the plant boundary, such as a transmission operator.  

Plant  
A plant is defined as a collection of wind turbine groups at a single physical location.  

Revenue Meter  
The revenue meter is a device used to measure the electricity generated from a plant, group, or sub-group, 

depending on the plant configuration. The revenue meter accounts for the electricity sold to the customer and is 

normally owned by the off-taker.  

Sub-Group  
A sub-group is a collection of wind turbine machines with the same manufacturer, designs, model number, and 

phase of construction.  

Utility  
The principal organization that owns one or more plants.  

Capacity and Generation  

Turbine System Capacity (TSC)  
Turbine System Capacity is the rating of the entire wind turbine system. This is dependent on tower loading, the 

size of the rotor, the ratings on the generator and gearbox. This is the rating on the turbine purchase agreement 

and it is used to define the interconnection and power purchase agreements. It is not the rating of any of the 

individual components.  

Maximum Turbine Capacity MW  
Maximum Turbine Capacity MW is the maximum system rating for a single turbine system, such as when turbines 

are enhanced above the turbine system’s capacity rating.  

Turbine Net Maximum Capacity (TNMC)  
TNMC is the average Net Maximum Capacity of each turbine in the sub-group. It is calculated by dividing the NMC 

of the sub-group by the number of turbines in the sub-group. This value is used in equations so that turbine hours 

and turbine capacity may be used to arrive at a theoretical net max generation.  

When multiple sub-groups are being pooled together, this value for the pooled set of turbines is equal to the sum 

of the capacities divided by the sum number of turbines.  

 



  

  

Total Installed Capacity (TIC)  
Total Installed Capacity is the sum of all the wind turbines’ system capability of the turbine system as a whole 

within the sub-group, including reserve turbines within the Sub-Group. The Total Installed Capacity of related 

SubGroups may be summed to determine the Total Installed Capacity of a Group or Plant.  

 For example, suppose that you have two sub-groups within the group. The first sub-group is comprised of 20  

Vestas V-47 machines rated at 0.66 MW each, and the second sub-group is comprised of 10 GE 1.5 machines 

rated at 1.5 MW each. The GIC would be (20 x 0.66 MW) + (10 x 1.5 MW), which would be 13.20 MW + 15.0 MW. 

This would give you a GIC of 28.2 MW.  

Reserve Capacity   
Reserve Capacity is the Total Installed Capacity less the contracted capacity. It is capacity of the turbines within a 

sub-group that are available but not under contract. These turbines must be available and connected to a sub-

group, not in an inactive state, and their output can be temporarily added to the subgroup at a moment’s notice 

in the event that another turbine becomes unavailable.  

The purpose of reserve capacity is to allow producers to use WTGs that may have been phased out but are still in 

good working condition to improve their availability when turbines in the main generating group are in an 

unavailable state due to an outage or to maximize output within contract limits.  

For example: Total turbines = 205, Turbine System Capacity = 2MW   

Total Installed Capacity = 410 MW (205 * 2MW)   

Contracted capacity = 400 MW  

Reserve Capacity = 10 MW (410 MW – 400 MW).  

Net Maximum Capacity (NMC)  
NMC is the actual maximum generating capability at the revenue meter and is equal to the Total Installed 

Capacity less any electrical losses. These losses may include, but are not limited to, transformation losses, line 

losses, and other auxiliary losses between the turbine and revenue meter.  

For example, if the GIC is 100 MW and the loss is 2% then the NMC can be calculated as 100 MW x (1 - 0.02). The 

NMC is 98 MW.  

Net Dependable Capacity (NDC)  
NDC is the actual generating capability at the revenue meter less capacity losses. These losses may include, but 

are not limited to, losses from no wind, low wind, high wind, derated winds (less than rated capacity), or losses 

that occur outside the manufacturer’s operating specifications (temperature, electrical & etc.). Another way of 

looking at NDC is the Capacity of the turbine at 100% availability while running within the manufacture’s 

specification with the fuel source available (wind).  

For example, if the NMC is 100 MW and the losses from all wind problems is 40% then the NDC can be calculated 

as 100 MW x (1 - 0.40). Our NDC would be 60 MW.  

NDC may also be calculated as follows: [(Actual Generation) + (Turbine specific losses) + (reserve shutdown) + 

(Site outages such as off-taker problems + balance of plant, not wind related)] / (PH).  



  

  

Net Available Capacity (NAC)  
NAC is the actual generating capability at the revenue meter during the time of a planned, maintenance, forced, 

reserve, or spinning event.  

For example, if the NMC is 120 MW and a maintenance event (feeder outage) reduces the capability by 5 MW, 

then the NAC is 115 MW.  

Gross Actual Generation (GAG)  
GAG is the total wind turbine energy going out of the Wind Turbine Group (MWh). GAG is the sum of all 

individual turbine meters before removing station service or auxiliary loads. GAG should be measured as close to 

the turbine’s generator as possible so that generation is measured before any auxiliary use by the turbine.  

Net Actual Generation (NAG)  
NAG is the net generation (MWh) recorded at the revenue meter. It is possible to have a negative NAG value if 

the group’s station service or auxiliary loads are greater than total generation.  

Net Dependable Energy (NDE)  
The Net Dependable Energy is defined as the potential energy based upon available resource.  

Sub-Group States  
For purposes of GADS Wind reporting, any IEEE 762 references to “group” in this section will be reported for the 

Sub-Group.   

Active or Commercial State (Active)  
Active state is the time from when the sub-group is first declared commercially active until it moves to the 

inactive state shown below. A sub-group is “declared commercial” when:  

• The group is capable of reaching 50% of its generator nameplate MW Capacity (wind conditions not part 

of requirement) and  

• Dispatch is notified that the group is capable of providing power (wind conditions not part of 

requirement).  

• Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) or other distribution agreements satisfied.  

Inactive State (IA)  
Inactive State is called “Deactivated Shutdown” in IEEE 762 and is defined as “The state in which a group or 

individual WTG is unavailable for service for an extended period of time for reasons not related to the 

equipment.” GADS interprets this to include the following:  

Inactive Reserve (IR) – IR is defined by IEEE 762 and GADS as “The State in which a group is unavailable 

for service but can be brought back into service after some repairs in a relatively short duration of time, 

typically measured in days.”  

In the Inactive Reserve definition above, GADS added “after some repairs” and defines this statement to mean 

that some action may be needed to prepare the group for service because it had been sitting idle for a period of 

time and some equipment parts have deteriorated or need replacing before the group can be operated.  

The group should be operable at the time the IR begins. This does not include groups that may be idle because of 

a failure and dispatch did not call for operation. A group that is not operable or is not capable of operation at a 

moment’s notice should be on a forced, maintenance, or planned outage and remain on that outage until the 



  

  

proper repairs are completed and the group is able to operate. The group must be on RS (Reserve Shutdown) a 

minimum of 60 days before it can move to IR status.  

Mothballed (MB) – MB is defined by IEEE 762 and GADS as “The State in which a group or individual 

WTG is unavailable for service but can be brought back into service after some repairs with appropriate 

amount of notification, typically weeks or months.”  

In the Mothballed definition above, GADS added “after some repairs” and defines this statement to mean that 

some action may be needed to prepare the group for service because it had been sitting idle for a period of time 

and some equipment parts may have deteriorated or need replacing before the group can be operated. The 

group may have also experienced a series of mechanical problems for which management may wish to wait for a 

period of time to determine if the group should be repaired or retired.  

A Sub-Group that is not operable or is not capable of operation at a moment’s notice must be on a forced, 

maintenance, or planned outage and remain on that outage for at least 60 days before it can be moved to the 

MB state.  

If repairs are being made on the Sub-Group in order to restore the group to operating status before the 60-day 

period expires, then the outage must remain a forced, maintenance, or planned outage and not MB.  

If Sub-Group repairs for restoring the Sub-Group to operation are made after the 60-day period then the first 60 

days must be a forced, maintenance, or planned outage and the time after the 60 days, including the repair time 

on the Sub-Group up to operation, shall be the MB event.  

Retired Unit (RU) – RU is defined by IEEE 762 and GADS as “the State in which a group or individual WTG 

is unavailable for service and not expected to return to service in the future.”  

Turbine States and Hours Collection  
Given the nature of wind generation, it would be a very rare occurrence for every turbine in a group or even a 

sub-group to be found in the same state. Therefore, due to the hours that turbines spend in various conditions, 

NERC GADS collects hours as turbine hours to enable NERC to calculate meaningful statistics. Using turbine-hours 

allows the operator to report hours simply by adding up the hours reported by each turbine.  

Figure D-1  Time Spent in Various Turbine Unit States  



  

  

Calendar Hours (CalH)  
Calendar Hours are the total number of hours within a given range of dates. These are typically shown as the 

number of hours in a month, quarter, or year.  

Inactive Hours  
Inactive Hours are the total number of calendar hours that a unit is in an inactive state (IA).  

Period Hours (Active Hours) (PH)  
Period Hours account for the number of calendar hours that the equipment is in an active state.  

Turbine-Hours (TH)  
Turbine-Hours are equal to the number of turbines in the group or sub-group times the number of Calendar 

Hours in the period. TH for any given condition for a given sub-group is equal to the total number of Calendar 

Hours that each wind turbine (WTG) in the sub-group spent in the given condition.  

All of the following time/condition classifications are considered to be in turbine-hours. For example, the number 

of TH for a group of 12 WTG in January (with 744 hours in January) would be 12 x 744 or 8,928 TH. If one of those 

turbines were mothballed, the Period Turbine-Hours (PDTH) would be 11 x 744 or 8,184 PDTH with 744 Inactive 

Turbine-Hours.  

Calendar Turbine-Hours (CalTH)  
CalTH is equal to the sum of Period Turbine-Hours (PDTH) and Inactive Turbine-Hours (ITH). In most cases, PDTH 

and CalTH will be the same number.  

Period Turbine-Hours (PDTH)  
PDTH is the number of Turbine-Hours being reported that the sub-group is in the active state. PDTH can vary in 

output reports (month, year, etc.) but for GADS reporting purposes, data is collected on the number of Turbine- 

Hours in a month.  

In two instances, the PDTH may be smaller than the normal period hours for the given month:   

1. When the sub-group becomes commercially active, or  

2. When one or more turbines go into the Inactive Reserve, Mothballed, or Retired State.  

The sum of Available Turbine-Hours and Unavailable Turbine-Hours must equal sub-group Period Turbine-Hours.  

 If a sub-group is commissioned after the first of the month, the sub-group reporting obligation begins with the 

first full calendar month after the sub-group was commissioned.  

Inactive Turbine-Hours (ITH)  
ITH is the number of turbine-hours in a period being reported that the sub-group is in the inactive state.  

Contact Turbine-Hours (CTH)  
CTH is the number of turbine-hours the sub-group is synchronized to the system. It is the turbine-hours that the 

contactors are closed and generation is provided to the grid.  

Reserve Shutdown Turbine-Hours (RSTH)  
RSTH is the sum of all turbine-hours that the sub-group is not available to the system for economic reasons. Do 

not include RSTH with the same equations with CTH (this would result in double counting total turbine-hours). 

IEEE 762 and the NERC GADS DRI for Thermal/Hydro generators define RSTH as a turbine shutdown due to 

economic reasons. Economic is defined as negative energy pricing or lack of demand.   



  

  

To qualify the following must be true:  

1. The turbine must be in an active state.  

2. The turbine must be available not in an outage state.  

3. The turbine must not be in eminent danger of failure.  

Note: Disabling a turbine (such as removing a processor card) immediately puts the turbine in an outage state 

and makes it no longer available.  

Reserve Shutdown (RS)  
Economic for purposes, Reserve Shutdown is defined as negative energy pricing or lack of demand. It does not 

apply to financial decisions required to run the plant or market curtailments.  

Resource Unavailable Turbine-Hours (RUTH)  
RUTH is the number of turbine-hours the sub-group is not producing electricity due to the wind being too low or 

too high or due to reasons outside the manufacturer’s operating specifications. This includes normal system 

startup, calibrations, system checks and ramp-up, such as cable untwisting, battery checks, etc. RUTH is classified 

as Available Turbine-Hours for equipment calculations and Unavailable Turbine-Hours for site calculations.  

Forced Turbine-Hours (FTH)  
FTH is the sum of all turbine-hours that the sub-group is off-line due to forced events. FTH are all forced events 

where the WTG must be removed from service for repairs before the next Sunday at 23:59 (just before Sunday 

becomes Monday). 

OMC Forced Turbine-Hours (oFTH)  
oFTH is a subset of FTH that equals any forced turbine-hours that were due to causes deemed to be outside of 

management control. For more information on OMC, refer to Appendix G. Examples can be found in Appendix H.  

Maintenance Turbine-Hours (MTH)  
MTH is the sum of all turbine-hours that the sub-group is off-line due to a Maintenance Event.  

A maintenance event is an event that can be deferred beyond the end of the next weekend (Sunday at 2400), 

but requires that a wind turbine be removed from service, another outage state, or Reserve Shutdown state 

before the next Planned event. Characteristically, a maintenance event can occur at any time during the year, 

has a flexible start date, may or may not have a predetermined duration, and is usually much shorter than a 

Planned Event.  

If an event occurs before Friday at 2400, the above definition applies. If the event occurs after Friday at 2400 and 

before Sunday at 2400, the Maintenance event will only apply if the event can be delayed past the next 

weekend, not the current one. If the event cannot be deferred, it is a Forced Event. Examples can be found in 

Appendix H.  

OMC Maintenance Turbine-Hours (oMTH)  
oMTH is a sub-set of MTH that equals any maintenance Turbine-Hours that were due to causes deemed to be 

outside of management control (OMC). For more information on OMC, refer to Appendix G. Examples can be 

found in Appendix H.  

Planned Turbine-Hours (PTH)  
PTH is the sum of all Turbine-Hours that the sub-group is off-line due to a planned event. A Planned Event is 

scheduled well in advance and is of predetermined duration and can occur several times a year. Examples can be 

found in Appendix H.  



  

  

OMC Planned Turbine-Hours (oPTH)  
oPTH is a sub-set of PTH that equals any planned Turbine-Hours that were due to causes deemed to be outside 

of management control. For more information on OMC, refer to Appendix G.  

Site Available Turbine-Hours (SATH)  
SATH is the Period Turbine-Hours (PDTH) minus the Resource Unavailable Turbine-Hours (RUTH).  

Equipment Available Turbine-Hours (EATH)  
EATH is the sum of the Contact Turbine-Hours (CTH) and Resource Unavailable Turbine-Hours (RUTH).  

Site Unavailable Turbine-Hours (SUTH)  
SUTH is the sum of Planned Turbine-Hours (PTH), Forced Turbine-Hours (FTH), Maintenance Turbine- Hours 

(MTH) and Resource Unavailable Turbine-Hours (RUTH).  

Equipment Unavailable Turbine-Hours (EUTH)  
EUTH is the sum of Planned Turbine-Hours (PTH), Forced Turbine-Hours (FTH), and Maintenance Turbine- Hours 

(MTH).  

Equivalent Hours  
Equivalent hours occur when turbine power is reduced from the Maximum Turbine Capacity MW. The equivalent 

hours can be calculated several ways:  

1. An individual turbine’s power is reduced. Example – a 1.5MW turbine is limited to 1.0MW of 10 hrs. This 

is a 33.3% reduction in power so the equivalent outage hours are 10/3 – 3.33hrs.  

2. A group of turbines maybe limited in their output. Example – a 100MW plant is limited to 50MW. This is 

a 50% restriction so 50% of the hours during the period are equivalent outage hours. 10 turbines for 8 

hours = 80 hours total times 50% equals 40 equivalent outage hours.  

Note: Equivalent hours are only used in the numerator of equations as the hours are already counted as 

contactor hours in the denominator. Turbine output is reduced but the unit is still on line or available.  

Equivalent Forced Derated Turbine Hours (EFDTH) (Optional)  
EFDTH are the equivalent forced turbine hours when turbine output is reduced for forced issues.  

Equivalent Maintenance Derated Turbine Hours (EMDTH) (Optional)  
EMDTH are the equivalent maintenance turbine hours when the turbine output is reduced for maintenance 

turbine hours, EMDTH must meet the requirements for a maintenance outage. The turbine must be capable of 

running until the following week unless the outage occurs on the weekend the turbine must be capable of 

running through the following week.  

Equivalent Planned Derated Turbine Hours (EPDTH) (Optional)  
EPDTH are the equivalent planned turbine hours when turbine output is reduced for a planned issue.  

OMC Equivalent Forced Derated Turbine Hours (oEFDTH) (Optional)  
oEFDTH are OMC equivalent forced turbine hours when turbine output is reduced for OMC forced issues.  

OMC Equivalent Maintenance Derated Turbine Hours (oEMDTH) (Optional)  
oEMDTH are OMC equivalent maintenance hours when turbine output is reduced for OMC maintenance issues.  

OMC Equivalent Planned Derated Turbine Hours (oEPDTH) (Optional)  
oEPDTH are OMC equivalent planned hours when turbine output is reduced for OMC planned issues.  



  

  

Equivalent Reserve Shutdown Derated Turbine Hours (ERSDTH) (Optional)  
ERSDTH are the equivalent reserve shutdown hours when turbine output is reduced for economic reasons.  

Reduced output for economic reasons is a real issue with wind energy and can have a significant impact on 

income. SCADA systems typically implement economic shutdowns using one of three methods:  

1. Complete shutdown of turbines to meet the RS requirement. This is already accounted for in the RS 

hours.  

2. The second method reduces or limits the output of a plant. Turbine output is not reduced to zero but is 

derated as a percent of total capacity. These equivalent hours are usually equal to or greater than RS 

hours.  

3. When turbines reach maximum contract output (MW) and output is reduced to stay within contract 

specifications (sometimes referred to as clipping).  

This optional metric is not used in any equation listed in this document but when added to RS gives the plant a 

better understanding of the impact due to economic shutdowns.  

Delays  
Due to the locations and environments wind turbines reside in, repairs and maintenance events are often 

delayed.  

These delays can add significant time to these events, and tracking them helps NERC understand their impact. 

The delay hours are not used in any of the listed equations. Individual delay types are not tracked at this time but 

can take many forms:  

• Environment – Ice on towers, blades and nacelles. High winds, snow and flooding.  

• Access – The inability to get to the turbines and or the site (people / equipment)  

• Equipment – Availability and or permitting.  

• Labor – Limited availability of labor or inadequate labor.  

• Material – High failure rates deplete inventory resulting in long lead times for repairs or parts availability.  

Force Delay Turbine Hours (FDXTH) Optional  
FDTH are the delay hours that extend repairs beyond their expected repair period.  

Maintenance Delay Turbine Hours (MDXTH) Optional  
MDTH are the delay hours that extend repairs beyond their expected maintenance period.  

Planned Delay Turbine Hours (PDXTH) Optional  
PDTH are the delay hours that extend repairs beyond their expected planned period.  

Priority of Outage Reporting  
In some instances, there may be more than one event starting at the same time. When events start at the same 

time, the below list identifies how to select the correct outage type. Once an outage begins, outage types are not 

changed until the current outage is finished.  

1. Contact Turbine-Hours  

2. Forced Turbine-Hours  

3. Maintenance   

4. Resource Unavailable Turbine-Hours  
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Figure D-4 Cross Reference 

  

  

  



 

  

Creating a Connection to Your GADS Database 
The “out-of-the-box” default installation assumes that you are using the Microsoft Access database 

GADSNG.mdb automatically installed in the same folder as the application. This default installation can be used 

under a variety of situations, but will be most suited for small GADS data collection groups and for stand-alone 

installations at individual plant locations. 

 

Use the Server Console to: 

1. Initially set up the default location in GADSNG.XML for the Microsoft Access database file GADSNG.mdb, 

or to move GADSNG.mdb to another folder on the same drive or to a network drive (i.e., to change its 

location) 

2. Change the database to either a Microsoft SQL Server or an Oracle database. This requires that you first 

create the required GADS/OS Wind tables using the supplied SQL scripts as described in the appropriate 

sections. 

Configuring the Data Connection in GADSNG.xml 
Shown below is the default GADSNG.xml file as installed: 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 
<ApplicationSettings> 
  <Section Name="Admin"> 
    <!--   User application and configured property settings go here. --> 
    <!--   Example: <Key Name="settingName" Value="settingValue"/> --> 
    <!--         --> 
    <!--   Initially the AdminID and AdminPW are ""   --> 
    <!--   These need to be set to valid values such as    --> 
    <!--   Example: <Key Name="AdminID" Value="Admin" /> --> 
    <!--   <Key Name="AdminPW" Value="myPassword"/>--> 
    <!-- Make sure that "Section", "Name" and "Value" have exactly  --> 
    <!-- the mixed case shown with the first letter in caps  --> 
    <!--         --> 
    <Key Name="AdminID" Value="" /> 
    <Key Name="AdminPW" Value="" /> 
  </Section> 
  <Section Name="Connection"> 
    <Key Name="DataSource" Value="GADSNG.mdb" /> 
    <Key Name="DBType" Value="OleDb" /> 
    <!-- DBType can be one of 3 values: "OleDb", "SqlClient", or "Oracle"  --> 
  </Section> 
</ApplicationSettings> 

 

NOTE:  We do not recommend that you edit or change this file “by hand” using Notepad, WordPad, or 

any other text editor, since typing errors could cause the GADS/OS Wind application to fail. 



 

  

Customizing Microsoft Access 
With the GADSNG.mdb Microsoft Access database, you can change the location of the file from the default 

location (i.e., the folder where the application was installed) to a different folder on the same drive, or to a 

folder on a network drive. 

The default location is C:\GADSOSWind.  However, if you changed the application installation location during the 

actual installation, you will find the GADSNG.mdb file in the folder you specified for installation. 

If you move the GADSNG.mdb file from the default location, open the Server Console and change the location as 

described below.  

Under 1. Choose either database type, ensure that Microsoft Access is selected as shown below. 

 

  



 

  

Click Locate under 2.a Press Locate to find GADSNG.mdb and the standard Microsoft File Open dialog will be 

displayed. When you have located the correct folder, the GADSNG.mdb file will be displayed in the file/folder list 

as shown below. Highlight (select) the GADSNG.mdb file from the list so that the file name is displayed in the File 

name list box; then click Open. 

 

  



 

  

The box under 2.b Press Save will now display the new location of the GADSNG.mdb file. 

 

  



 

  

Click Test to ensure that the Server Console can connect to the GADSNG.mdb file at the new location. 

If the Console successfully connects, you will see a dialog box like that shown below. 

 

 

(If the Console cannot connect, you will see a dialog box explaining the reason.) 

If the Console successfully connects with the GADSNG.mdb database, click Save under 2. Locate the 

database/server – then press Save. 

At this point you can click Exit. 

  



 

  

SQL Scripts for SQL Server and Oracle 
The scripts are located on either http://gadsopensource.com/InstallerWind.aspx or 

http://gadsopensource.com/ModulesWind.aspx . 

• SQL Server Wind scripts in Zip 

• Oracle Wind scripts in Zip 

Each ZIP file contains a complete set of initial installation scripts to create and populate the required GADS/OS 

tables for the appropriate database system. 

  

http://gadsopensource.com/InstallerWind.aspx
http://gadsopensource.com/ModulesWind.aspx
http://gadsopensource.com/installations/SQLServerWINDScripts.zip
http://gadsopensource.com/installations/OracleWINDScripts.zip


 

  

Customizing Microsoft SQL Server 
 

CAUTION – Ensure that the SQL server tables have been created before starting this portion of the setup. 

Before proceeding with the steps below, create the required GADS/OS Wind SQL Server tables using the 

supplied SQL scripts. 

The scripts are located on either http://gadsopensource.com/InstallerWind.aspx or 

http://gadsopensource.com/ModulesWind.aspx . 

Under 1. Choose either database type ensure that Microsoft SQL Server is selected. 

 

 

  

http://gadsopensource.com/InstallerWind.aspx
http://gadsopensource.com/ModulesWind.aspx


 

  

Using the list box, highlight the server where the SQL server is installed and the GADS/OS Wind tables have been 

created. 

 

  



 

  

If the server does not appear in the dropdown list, you can either its name manually. 

 

It is recommended that you test the connection to the appropriate server to ensure that the GADS/OS Wind SQL 

Server tables are on the selected server and that the Console can connect. 

  



 

  

Click Test to ensure that the Server Console can connect to the SQL Server.   

If the Console successfully connects, you will see a dialog box like one of those shown below: 

     

If the Console cannot connect, you will see a dialog box explaining the reason. 

 

 

If the Console connects with the GADS/OS Wind SQL Server tables, click Save under 2. Locate the 

database/server – then press Save. 

 

 

Copy the GADSNG.xml file (from the C:\GADSOSAdmin folder) to the folder where you installed the GADS/OS 

Wind software. 



 

  

 

 

At this point, you can click Exit. 

  



 

  

Customizing Oracle 
 

CAUTION – Ensure that you have created the Oracle tables before starting this portion of the setup. 

Before proceeding with the steps below, create the required GADS/OS Wind Oracle tables using the supplied 

SQL scripts. 

The scripts are located on either http://gadsopensource.com/InstallerWind.aspx or 

http://gadsopensource.com/ModulesWind.aspx . 

Under 1. Choose either database type, ensure that Oracle is selected. 

 

  

http://gadsopensource.com/InstallerWind.aspx
http://gadsopensource.com/ModulesWind.aspx


 

  

Ask your Oracle DBA for the indicated information below. EZCONNECT is Oracle's easy connect naming method. 

EZCONNECT eliminates the need for service name lookups in tnsnames.ora files when connecting to an Oracle 

database across a TCP/IP network. In fact, no naming or directory system is required when using this method as 

it provides out-of-the-box connectivity. It extends the functionality of the host naming method by enabling 

clients to connect to a database with an optional port and service name in addition to the host name of the 

database. 

CONNECT username@[//]host[:port][/service_name][:server][/instance_name] 
Enter password: password 

 

The connect identifier converts to the following connect descriptor: 

(DESCRIPTION=  
  (ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=host)(PORT=port)) 
  (CONNECT_DATA= 
    (SERVICE_NAME=service_name) 
    (SERVER=server) 
    (INSTANCE_NAME=instance_name))) 

 

You will enter it manually by typing it into the text boxes in the lower right corner of the window. 

 



 

  

Test the connection to the Oracle database. If the test was successful, the Console will display the following: 

 

 

If the Console cannot connect, you will see a dialog box explaining the reason. 

 

 

If the Console successfully connects with the GADS/OS Wind Oracle databases, click Save under 2. Locate the 

database/server – then press Save. 

Copy the GADSNG.xml file (from the C:\GADSOSAdmin folder) to the folder where you installed the GADS/OS 

Wind software. 

 

At this point, you can click Exit. 
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